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Economic growth in Serbia was on a healthy level, mostly due to achieved macroeconomic and financial stability, adopted economic policy
measures during pandemic, which minimized the decline in GDP in 2020. However, going forward the high inflation and tightening
monetary policy will put the pressure on the Serbian economy. The National bank of Serbia continues to increase interest rates in an
attempt to restraint historically high inflation. Namely, in September 2022, the NBS increased the key policy rate by 0.5 pp to 3.5%, while in
October the key rate was increased to the level of 4%. Since the beginning of the year, key policy rate was increased by 300 bps. After
peaking in August, when overall inflation stood at 13.2%, inflation rate is projected to return to the target tolerance band in H1 2024,
instead of H2 2023, as previously forecasted. In Q2 2022, GDP growth stood at 3.9%, with domestic demand remaining the main source of
growth, while Serbian economy is expected to grow 3.5-4.5% this year. Slowdown of economic activity is expected by the end of 2022 and
at the beginning of 2023, due to an increasing tension related to the Ukraine conflict and increase in the prices of energy and food.

SUPPLY AND DEMAND

In Q3 2022, Belgrade saw the opening of the second phase of TC Mladenovac and a small-scale retail park in Obrenovac, which boosted
the Belgrade stock by 7,300 sq m of GLA, while the expansion of retail park NEST Obrenovac for additional 2,000 sq m entered the final
phase and is set for completion in Q4 2022. At the end of September 2022, Belgrade retail supply reached the level of 580,000 sq m, out of
which seven formats are considered to be modern western-style shopping centres, totalling app. 307,000 sq m GLA (53%). On the other
side, the modern retail stock in Serbia surpasses the level of 1,177,000 sq m, being enlarged by the second phase of retail park Stop.Shop
Vrsac.

Although the buyers and tourists returned to main pedestrian zones in Belgrade, which had a significant rebound in footfall traffic, still, there
is an increasing trend of relocation of retailers to new shopping centres or other retail schemes, since they record a higher footfall.
Consequently, this trend led to a reduced demand for less attractive locations in Belgrade, while the demand for prime high-street location
in Knez Mihailova street is traditionally high and stable.

The demand in the F&B and big box segment is on rise and is expected to remain strong in the short and medium-term. The trend has led
to the development of online grocery platforms, which is now expanding the range of the products. In addition, the most active retailers
come from the furniture and home decor category, as well as mass fashion and pets’ supplies. As the customers move more of their
shopping online, the demand for click & collect is growing. This model preserves the in-store experience and highlights the importance of
brick & mortar stores. The benefits for the customers are numerous, from online discounts to quick, low cost and convenient pick up from
the location they choose.
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RENTAL LEVELS

As a consequence of enlarged shopping centre supply in recent period, which
became primary shopping destination and due to increased inflation and lower
purchasing power, retailers are facing the restrictions regarding paying high rental
levels in the main pedestrian zones. Consequently, this trend led to a slight drop in
effective rents. Although the asking rental levels at the prime high-street locations
are traditionally high and mostly stable, there are some exceptions in the form of
rent reduction, which is particularly notable for retail units at the less attractive
locations, where the asking rent price is reduced by 10-15%. However, positive
momentum in F&B retail sales resulted in the rent growth in key shopping centres
and retail parks within supermarket category.
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